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Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs), along with protein kinases, mediate phosphorylation signaling in cells and are
involved in cancers, diabetes, neural disorders, and immunological diseases. PTP sigma (PTPσ) is a receptor-type PTP
with a C-terminal cytoplasmic region being responsible for its enzymatic activity. The inhibitors of the PTPσ catalytic
activity promote neural cell growth and hematopoietic stem cell proliferation. In this study, we performed chemical library
screening to identify a novel allosteric inhibitor PTPσ and characterized the inhibitor-enzyme interaction. Based on the
analyses, we found a novel allosteric inhibitor that binds to a pocket between the two catalytic domains of the cytoplasmic
region of PTPσ. Site directed mutagenesis studies identified residues involved in the inhibitor binding and enzyme kinetics
experiments proved the allosteric mode of inhibition. The allosteric regulation site in the domain interface could be
exploited to develop specific inhibitors for disease therapeutics.
INTRODUCTION
Post-translational modification by protein-phosphorylation
mediates cell growth, differentiation, and signal transduction
(Alonso and Pulido, 2016). Protein tyrosine phosphatases
(PTPs), which dephosphorylate phosphorylated proteins, are
involved in various human diseases such as cancers, diabetes,
neural disorders, and immunological diseases (Patterson et
al., 2009; Doddareddy et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2016). The PTP
family are largely divided into the classical PTP family and the
dual specificity phosphatases (DUSP) family (Andersen et al.,
2001; Almo et al., 2007). Classical PTPs have two subtypes,
including receptor-like PTPs (RPTPs) and soluble PTPs. RPTPs
are membrane-associated while soluble PTPs reside in the
cytoplasm in soluble forms. Of the 37 classical PTP genes in
humans, 21 encode RPTPs and regulate cell signaling through
ligand-controlled protein tyrosine dephosphorylation.
PTP sigma (PTPσ) is an RPTP that contains an N-terminal
ectodomain region, a single-pass transmembrane region, and a
C-terminal cytoplasmic region (Siu et al., 2007; Jeon et al., 2013).
The ectodomain and the cytoplasmic region are responsible
for receptor binding and catalytic activity, respectively. The
cytoplasmic region comprises two PTP domains (D1 and D2).
D1 is responsible for the dephospholylation enzyme activity of
PTPσ. The binding of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs)
to PTPσ inhibits neural cell growth by controlling the formation
of PTPσ clusters (Coles et al., 2011). When PTPσ was knocked
down in mice, nerve regeneration was increased (Coles et al.,
2011). In traumatic brain injuries, damaged brain regions secrete
a large amount of CSPGs, which bind to PTPσ ectodomains
and result in attenuation of neuronal regeneration. Treatment of
PTPσ inhibitors was shown to promote neuronal regeneration
and neurite extension in the damaged brain region and in cells,
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respectively (Lang et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2016). Recently, PTPσ
was also shown to be involved in attenuation of hematopoietic
stem cell recovery after radiation therapy and chemotherapy
in cancer patients and treatment of PTPσ inhibitors promoted
hematopoietic stem cell recovery after the therapy-induced
damage (Zhang et al., 2019).
Despite the potential for PTPs as drug targets, the development
of effective therapeutics by using PTPs has been difficult so far
(Ryu and Kim, 2014). Most PTP inhibitors target the active site of
PTPs. However, PTPs share a similar structure in their active site,
which is composed of the PTP-loop (P-loop) with an HCXXXXXR
motif and the WPD-loop (or D-loop). Moreover, the active site
pocket of PTPs is too shallow to form strong interactions with
inhibitors. Thus, allosteric inhibitors would be beneficial for
overcoming such limitations (Krishnan et al., 2014; Chen et al.,
2016; Stanford et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2019).
In this study, we aimed at finding a novel allosteric inhibitor of
PTPσ. We searched allosteric inhibitor binding sites by mutating
surface residues of PTPσ and analyzing their interactions with
various PTP inhibitor compounds. We found that the E1562A
mutation reduced inhibition efficiency of a PTP inhibitor without
compromising enzyme activity. Further mutagenesis in the region
of E1562 revealed another mutation (D1636A) that affected
inhibitor binding. Enzyme kinetics assay showed that the inhibitor
was a noncompetitive one. We thus identified a unique allosteric
regulation site in PTPσ comprising the E1562 and D1636
residues, which could be exploited to develop specific inhibitors
for disease therapeutics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The cytoplasmic region of wild type PTPσ (residues 1377-1948)
comprising the two catalytic domains D1 and D2 was cloned and
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expressed. To identify potential sites of allosteric regulation, we
mutated surface-exposed residues of the catalytically-active D1
domain to alanine and examined their effects on the efficiency
of PTP inhibitors. We sought to find mutations that decreased
a compound’s inhibition efficiency without compromising
enzyme activity. Those mutation sites are likely allosteric and
the corresponding inhibitor would be an allosteric inhibitor. We
selected and mutated 16 different residues (Table 1) on the D1
surface based on an atomic structure of the D1D2 domain (Jeon
et al., 2013).
Among the 30 in-house inhibitor compounds tested for
inhibition activities against the PTPσ mutant proteins, one
inhibitor (MBTOB) (Figure 1) showed reduced inhibitor activity
in the case of the E1562A mutant. MBTOB was originally found
from a broad screening of compounds from commercial sources
for PTP inhibitors (unpublished data). In the absence of the
inhibitor, the E1562A mutation did not affect the normal enzyme
activity, indicating that the mutation site is allosteric from the
enzyme active site. The IC50 of MBTOB was 4.2 µM for the wildtype enzyme, while the IC50 increased to 7.4 µM in the case of
the E1562A mutant enzyme (Table 2). To confirm the inhibitor
binding to the E1562 region of PTPσ, four additional residues
around E1562 were additionally mutated (Table 1).
The four double mutants were expressed and purified under
the same conditions as the previous mutants. The enzyme assay
of the four additional mutant proteins was conducted with an
identical concentration of MBTOB. As a result, it was found that
inhibition capacity of MBTOB decreased in the E1562A/D1636A

FIGURE 2 I Enzyme activity of PTPσ wild type, E1562A, D1636A, and
E1562A/D1636A. Enzyme activity of PTPσ was measured in the presence of
5.0 μM MBTOB. In the figure, the relative enzyme activity compared to the
uninhibited wild type enzyme activity (100%) is presented in Y-axis. The assay
was conducted triplicate and the error bars indicate standard deviations.

A

TABLE 1 I List of surface residue mutations
Single mutation (the first round)

Double mutation (the second round)

D1401A, R1421A, E1481A, D1502A,
T1510A, T1523A, R1532A, K1538A, E1562A/A1554Q, E1562A/P1566H,
T1553A, E1562A, R1573A, E1607A, E1562A/D1636A, E1562A/E1647A
T1622A, T1634A, S1639A, E1643A

B

TABLE 2 I IC50 of MBTOB for wild type and mutant PTPσ
Mutation
IC50 (µM)

Wild type

E1562A

D1636A

E1562A/
D1636A

4.2

7.4

6.8

14

FIGURE 1 I Chemical structure of MBTOB (N-(6-methoxybenzo[d]thiazol2-yl)-3-(2-oxo-2H-chromen-3-yl)benzamide).
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FIGURE 3 I Docking model of MBTOB with the structure of PTPσ. MBTOB
was docked with the crystal structure of PTPσ (PDB code: 4BPC). MBTOB
and PTPσ are in pink and cyan, respectively. MBTOB and side chains of
E1562 and D1636 are presented as stick models. (A) A close-up view of the
MBTOB-PTPσ interaction site (the allosteric site). (B) A view displaying the D1
and D2 domains of PTPσ. The PTPσ active site region in the D1 domain is
indicated in the figure.
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mutation than in the single E1562A mutation (Figure 2 and Table
2). IC50 value of MBTOB for PTPσ E1562A/D1636A was higher
(14 µM) than either for PTPσ wild-type or for E1562A (Figure 3).
Thus, MBTOB appears to bind to the region of E1562 and D1636
residues exhibiting a synergistic effect in the MBTOB binding.
Docking simulation of MBTOB and PTPσ was performed with the
program Autodock-Vina (Figure 3). In the simulation, the inhibitor
was found to fit a binding pocket in the interface of D1 and D2
domains of PTPσ that is distant from the enzyme active site.
MBTOB forms mostly van der Waals interactions with the E1562
and D1636 residues. In addition, considering possible rotations
of long side chains of E1562 and D1636 residues in solution, it is
plausible that several hydrogen bonds form between the inhibitor
and the E1562/D1636 residues. Thr Lineweaver-Burk Plot
(Figure 4) also indicated that MBTOB was an allosteric inhibitor,
consistent with the location of E1562 and D1636 distant from the
active site.
Because D1 and D2 domains are present only in RPTPs,
MBTOB is likely to have selectivity towards RPTPs that have the
two PTP domains in the cytoplasmic region. Enzyme assay was
performed for various PTPs (Figure 5). PTP members including
VHR, LMPTP, DUSP1 and PRL1 are not RPTPs and inhibition
efficiency of MBTOB for those PTPs was significantly lower than
that for PTPσ (Figure 5). At the 5 µM concentration of MBTOB,
the compound does not show significant inhibition for those
non-RPTP enzymes, whereas PTPσ was inhibited by about
50%. In the analysis, PTP1B showed a similar inhibition as PTPσ
although PTP1B is not a RPTP. Structural comparison of PTPσ

FIGURE 4 I Lineweaver-Burk plot of MBTOB inhibition. For the construction
of Lineweaver-Burk plot, concentration of MBTOB was varied in the enzyme
kinetics assay: X for 15 μM, triangle for 10 μM, rectangle for 5 μM, and
diamond for 0 μM. X-axis is the inverse of substrate concentration and Y-axis
is the inverse of initial velocity of enzyme. In the plot, lines for different inhibitor
concentrations met at a point in X-axis, indicating that the Michaelis-Menten
constant (KM) is independent of inhibitor concentration and the inhibitor is
allosteric.
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D1 domain and PTP1B catalytic domain indicated a certain
degree of structural similarity in the region of E1562 and D1636
(data not shown), which may account for the similar inhibition of
PTPσ and PTP1B by MBTOB.
It remains unclear how the binding of MBTOB to the D1D2
interface affects PTPσ activity. The PTPσ active site resides in
the center of D1 that is distant from the interface, indicating that
MBTOB does not directly disrupt substrate binding. Catalytic
domain of PTPs appears to have intrinsic structural mobility
exhibiting different conformations at locations remote from the
active site (Wei and Ryu, 2016). Those structural transitions
found in various PTPs affected PTP enzyme activity, although
physiological role of those transitions are not well characterized
(Wei and Ryu, 2016). The WPD loop (or the D-loop in the DUSP
subfamily) of PTPs is located near the active site pocket and has
often or closed conformations depending on substrate binding
(Barford et al., 1994; Barr et al., 2009). Mobility of the β3-β4
region was found in DUSP13a and implicated in the regulation of
DUSP enzyme activity (Wei et al., 2018). The C-terminal region of
PTP1B appears to have a structural transition and an allosteric
inhibitor towards the region was found to regulate the structural
transition (Krishnan et al., 2014). In addition, the activityenhancing mutations that exhibit a structural transition were
found in the hydrophobic core of DUSP19 (Ju et al., 2018). A
recent study reported an allosteric inhibitor that was proposed to
bind to the D1D2 interface, although details of the binding pocket
were not characterized (Zhang et al., 2019). Further structural
and biochemical characterizations of different structural states
of PTPs would be necessary to address detailed mechanisms
concerning mobility of PTP folding and their relationship with the

FIGURE 5 I Selectivity of MBTOB towards different PTPs. Enzyme activity
of PTPσ and different PTPs were compared in the presence of 5.0 μM
MBTOB. The figure was drawn as in Figure 2 (the relative enzyme activity
compared to the uninhibited wild type enzyme activity in Y-axis). The assay
was conducted triplicate and the error bars indicate standard deviations.
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enzyme activity and regulation.

METHODS

Relative fluorescence unit was monitored with 355 nm/450 nm of
excitation/emission wavelengths, respectively, using the Perkin
Elmer Victor X2 2030 instrument.

Expression and purification of PTPs
The plasmid vectors encoding PTPσ (residues 1377-1948),
PTP1B (residues 1-321), VHR (residues 2-185), DUSP1 (residues
152-324), LMPTP (residues 1-158), and PRL1 (residues
1-173) were transformed into E.coli BL21(DE3) competent
cells. For overexpression of the recombinant proteins, E.
coli cells were induced by adding 0.1 mM isopropyl β-D-1thiogalactopyranoside when OD600 reached ~0.6. Cells containing
PTPσ and DUSP1 were further incubated for overnight at 18°C,
whereas cells containing PTP1B, VHR, PRL1, and LMPTP were
incubated for 4 hours at 37°C. The harvested cell pellets were
resuspended in a lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 500 mM
NaCl, 0.5 mM PMSF, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol) and disrupted
with a sonicator on ice. The lysate solutions were centrifuged
at 16,500 rpm for one hour at 4°C. Then, the supernatant was
loaded onto the Ni-NTA affinity column equilibrated with an
equilibration buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 500
mM NaCl. Next, the column was washed with a buffer containing
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1.0 M NaCl, and additionally washed
with a conditioning buffer containing 93% A buffer (50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 500 mM NaCl, 10mM β-mercaptoethanol)
and 7% B buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 500 mM NaCl, 10
mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 M imidazole (pH 7.5)). After the
washing procedure, proteins were eluted with a linear gradient
of imidazole (35-500 mM). Eluted proteins were desalted
using a Hi-trap desalting column equilibrated with a buffer
containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 25 mM NaCl, and 10 mM
β-mercaptoethanol.
Mutagenesis
PTPσ mutants were generated using the QuikChange site
directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). Briefly, polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) mixtures were prepared by mixing 5 ng of the
wild type template plasmid, 10 μL of 2X concentrated master
mix, 0.2 pmole of forward primer, 0.2 pmole of reverse primer,
and distilled water up to 20 μL. The mutagenic plasmids were
amplified by a PCR cycler over 16 cycles (95°C for one min, 55°C
for one min and 68°C for 7 min and 30 sec). After the reaction,
the template DNAs were digested at 37°C with 0.5 μL of DpnI.
The nucleotide sequences were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Enzyme activity assay
Phosphatase enzyme activity of PTP proteins was measured
by using a synthetic substrate 6,8-difluoro-4-methylumbelliferyl
phosphate (DiFMUP) in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH
8.0), 0.01% Triton X-100, and 5 mM dithiothreitol. The proteins
were incubated with various concentrations of inhibitors at room
temperature for 5 min, and then the substrate was added to each
well. The reactions were conducted on 96-well black plates,
and reaction volume was adjusted to 200 μL for each well.
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Computational docking simulation
Docking simulation was carried out with the program Autodock
Vina (version 1.5.6) (Trott and Olson, 2010). The inhibitor MBTOB
was docked to the crystal structure of PTPσ (PDB code 4BPC).
The PDB file of the inhibitor was generated by the program
eLBOW in the PHENIX suite (Moriarty et al., 2009). PDB files for
the protein and inhibitor were converted to PDBQT files using
AutoDock Tools for subsequent processes. A grid of 40 × 40 × 40
points was created around the potential binding site of PTPσ for
the docking processes. The results were graphically presented
using the Discovery Studio 2016.
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